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 39  product
reviews

Calculated at checkout

Choose  Your  Options

1 lb Pure Natural - $7.95
1 lb Natural Deodorized -
$7.95
8 lb Pure Natural - $46.95
8 lb Natural Deodorized -
$46.95
55 lb Pure Natural - $229.31
after 15% discount
55 lb Natural Deodorized -
$229.31 after 15% discount

$7.95

Product  Description

Pure  Cocoa  Butter

As one of the nation's larger suppliers of Cocoa Butter and other natural raw
ingredients, we currently offer 2 different versions of wholesale cocoa butter
below.  Both versions are available in larger quantities by calling the home
office for a custom quote.  We currently have a number of larger customers that
order in truckload quantities and we can facilitate orders of any size.  We
typically stock over 50,000 lbs. of each version on the floor for prompt
shipment.

 

 

Our Pure Primed Pressed Natural Cocoa Butter
(Kosher food grade)...Natural Cocoa Butter is
extracted from the cocoa bean, refined for purity
and left un-deodorized.  Because of the lack of
deodorization, bulk natural cocoa butter has a
pale yellowish or slight brown color and has the
typical chocolate odor normally associated with
cocoa butter.  This version has a fantastic
chocolate aroma making it the cocoa butter of
choice for any customer that can appreciate the

Rating:

Shipping:

*  Size:

Price:

Quantity:

123
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natural chocolate aroma.

 

 

Our Natural Deodorized Cocoa Butter (Kosher

food grade)...Our Natural Deodorized Cocoa

Butter is extracted from the cocoa bean, refined,

deodorized and left in it's natural color.  This

version is higher in natural anti-oxidents than

the white refined because it does not go through

the bleaching process.  Because of the

deodorization, it does not have the strong

natural odor that natural cocoa butter is known

for.  This is great for soap making and personal

care products where odor is an issue.

  

 

Wholesale  Bulk  Cocoa  Butter
Also known as Theobroma oil, cocoa butter is a pale yellow vegetable fat that is

derived from the cocoa bean. The process is quite interesting. The beans are first

fermented, then roasted and finally separated from their shells. After that process,

about 54-58% of the remaining product is pure cocoa butter. Chocolate liquor is then

pressed to separate the butter from the cocoa solids. After this process the butter is

usually deodorized to remove some of the strong taste which is often undesirable.

As a manufacturer the facts are simple, we have some of the best wholesale prices on

pure cocoa butter and essential oils wholesale anywhere in the USA which makes us

your place to buy. Where to buy peppermint oil and thousands of other great

products.

So  what  are  the  benefits  of  cocoa  butter? Well, for starter's it is the primary

ingredient in the commercial production of both white and milk chocolate and we all

know how important chocolate is to our lives. In fact, chocolate production pretty

much dominates the consumption of cocoa butter and really drives the price on this

tasty commodity.

Terms  of  Use  Important! Customers should purchase products from Bulk

Apothecary with the clear understanding that all products must be used at the

customers own discretion and only after referencing Material Safety Data Sheets

(MSDS) and all other relevant technical information specific to the product. Bulk

Apothecary sells all of it’s Nature’s Oil brand and Bulk Apothecary Brand products for

manufacturing use.  Consequently all of these products may or may not be labeled for

retail consumer use.  This includes nutritional facts labels where applicable.

 Furthermore all information found on Bulk Apothecary's website is obtained from

current and reliable sources but Bulk Apothecary makes no representation as to its

comprehensiveness or accuracy. 

As far as other uses, you may find it interesting that wholesale cocoa butter is used

widely in Pharmaceuticals. Today many companies exploit cocoa butter's interesting

physical properties. We all remember the M&M commercials talking about how they

melt in your mouth, not in your hand. This is because bulk cocoa butter is solid at

room temperature and melts at body temperature. Because of this unique melting

point it is considered a perfect base for medicinal suppositories that need to be in

solid form until inserted into the body. Probably not something you would like to

associate with your favorite tasty treats but now you know.

Bulk Cocoa butter is also one of the most stable fats known to man. When you couple

that with it’s high antioxidant properties, it is great at preventing rancidity of all sorts
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Absolutely  a  wonderful

product!  

by Unknown – 30th Apr 2014

The smell alone is enough to make me
purchase this product over and over
again. I l love the bucket it comes
in...totally reusable!

Hard  to  use  

by Unknown – 13th Mar 2014

wonderful  

by Bethany – 10th Aug 2013

Smelled heavenly---best price on the
internet---fresh--loved the packaging.

Feeding  my  Skin  with  Cocoa

Showing reviews 1-10 of 39 | Next »

of products. This makes it a great addition to any product with a high oil content.
When you add all that to the fact that cocoa butter has amazing emollient properties
and a very pleasant fragrance, it is no wonder that it has become popular in soaps and
personal care products. These properties also make pure bulk cocoa butter a popular
ingredient in stretch mark creams. In fact today, most stretch mark creams on the
market contain large quantities of this amazing ingredient and many larger
companies use it as their main marketing push. Take Palmer's Cocoa Butter Products.
Their entire product line is designed and marketed around the benefits of this simple
butter.

If you like our wholesale cocoa butter, please don't forget to check out all of our
aromatherapy essential oils, bulk food grade citric acid, wholesale soap making
supplies and our melt and pour soap bases. We carry a fantastic selection and our
prices are almost unheard of.

 

Reviews

There are 39 review(s) for this product

It came fast! The cocoa butter was fine,
but hard to get out of the plastic
container. When I was a kid, we bought
cocoa butter bars for sunbathing. They
were hard, and perfectly white, like
these, chocolate fragrance, but they
were in candy bar wrappers. Then
when you took it out of the wrapper
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Butter  
by W. Tiller – 10th Aug 2013

I absolutely love this product. It's just
what I was looking for. The price was
incredible. Buying 16 ounces at store
prices would be over $32 per pound.
I'm soo glad I found your website. And
the product quality is superb.

Grreat  Product  
by Susan – 6th Aug 2013

Nice cocoa butter. I use it in lotion
melts and soap.

Great  product  
by Erin – 29th Jul 2013

I love the cocoa butter; it came in a 1lb
container, and I will say that it was
really tough to get it out of the
container. I think I will warm the
container up with warm water the next
time I use it.

In  a  few  words,  please  title
your  review  
by Your Name – 24th Jul 2013

Love this product!

For  food  usage  get  the
deoderized  cocoa  butter

by super10s – 10th Jul 2013

I thought that the raw undeodorized
cocoa butter would be best for a more
intense cocoa flavor for use in foods.
This raw flavor also contains the more
dominant aromas of the associated
non-roasted vegetable material in the
pressing. The flavor that we associate
with chocolate has already been
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can't  get  enough!  

by Maya – 9th Jul 2013

Yummy  :)  

by Cyndi – 26th Jun 2013

I love the feel of this cocoa butter. It's
so creamy and smooth & the
smell...well, I wish I could eat it!

Showing reviews 1-10 of 39 | Next »

Organic  Cocoa  Powder  -

12  oz

$9.99  $8.40

CHOOSE  OPTIONS

Mango  Butter

$9.87

CHOOSE  OPTIONS

WRITE  A  REVIEW

Related  Products

I bough this in the 1lb jar along with
white refined Shea butter. I made a
belly butter for my daughter to use
while she's pregnant after seeing that
commercial cocoa butter products have
so much other stuff in them and very
little cocoa butter.
I am now making more for friends and
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Kokum  Butter

$14.48
CHOOSE  OPTIONS

Cocoa  Butter  SFIC  (all
natural)  Glycerin  Melt
and  Pour  Soap  Base

$4.66
CHOOSE  OPTIONS

Shea  Butter

$6.95
CHOOSE  OPTIONS
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